A beloved mentor once told me that all books are in some sense autobiographical. While writing *Unthinking Mastery*, I began to see the book as an intimate engagement with my own struggles and desires, perhaps most poignantly because it came into being during a time of life when I was made to understand that I was a profoundly vulnerable yet enduring thing. The birth of a child, the untimely death of a close friend and colleague, the sudden loss of a beloved parent, the onset of intense and abiding pain, a precarious emergency surgery, a slow and disorienting rehabilitation—these particular events coalesced to insist on the need to become myself differently, to read myself otherwise, to learn myself as a radically dependent, immeasurably porous bodymind. *Unthinking Mastery* developed through this particular and resonating temporality, and in crafting it I have become vitally reshaped by the futures it dreams.

There is nowhere else to begin the beautiful work of thanks than by turning to Nathan Snaza, whose intellectual brilliance is incalculably embedded across these pages. I thank him for thinking and unthinking mastery with me, and for letting these acts become a vital part of everyday life. I remain forever bewildered by his friendship and by the ways of living he makes possible.

This book was living a rather quiet life until Jack Halberstam saw promise in the manuscript and opened a world to me. I thank him (eternally) for his stunning engagements with this work, for his visionary sense of how to give shape to its antimasterful politics, and for offering me the promises of failure and solidarity. Christopher Breu’s insight and ethical reach have made him almost mythical to me. For urging me to embrace the messiness of utopia and pressing me toward the political futures of unthinking mastery (which I will always be mulling over), I am intensely grateful to him. Parama Roy read a very early version of the manuscript and recognized therein a potential I had not yet made manifest. Her meticulous readings
and unbelievably generous commentary were instrumental to what the book would become and indeed to my own understanding of what I was trying to accomplish. Ann Pellegrini read the manuscript with the keenest editorial eyes and offered critical insights, psychoanalytic finesse, and inexhaustible energy and enthusiasm.

At Duke University Press, Courtney Berger has made having an editor feel akin to winning a jackpot; I can imagine no better fortune for a writer than the opportunity to work with her. Sandra Korn kept me on task while sustaining my jubilance, and Liz Smith expertly ushered the book through production and into the world of objects. To all those behind the scenes at Duke, my most sincere thanks for your work on this book.

Unthinking Mastery benefited from my participation at several events over the years. As a fellow at the New School’s Institute for Critical Social Inquiry, I had the fortune of immersion in Judith Butler’s Freud/Klein seminar. Her breathtaking psychoanalytic readings helped to inspire currents of this work. The students in Ann Pellegrini’s “Queer Humanimalities” graduate seminar at New York University read this book in its late stages with keen and critical eyes. In particular, Troizel Carr, Justin Linds, and Wendy Lottermann enlivened aspects of the work for me in smart and surprising ways. I am thankful to the organizers and participants of various conferences at which I delivered early chapter drafts, snippets, or tangential ideas from this book: “The War on the Human” conference in Athens, Greece; “Cosmopolitan Animals” in London, England; the workshop in honor of Lisa Smirl at the International Studies Association Conference in Toronto, Canada; and the American Comparative Literature Association in Vancouver. Versions of two chapters have appeared in journals: chapter 3 appeared as “Post-Humanitarian Fictions” in *Symloke* 23, nos. 1–2 (2015), and chapter 4 appeared as “The Tail End of Disciplinarity” in *Journal of Postcolonial Writing* 49, no. 4 (2013).

Those indispensable figures of my graduate education hold my enduring love and gratitude. My doctoral advisor, John Mowitt, listened intently to my earliest brainstorms on mastery, commented on sketchy drafts, and punned his way through prospective titles for this book. For a history of committed thinking with and toward me, and for seeing promise that I often failed to see, I remain abidingly thankful to him. Simona Sawnhey taught me theory’s relation to political and intimate life. Her unswerving
care and refusal to let up on me during my graduate years ushered me toward a life of feminist deconstruction that has been so endlessly sustaining. Ajay Skaria offered me Gandhi and mentioned almost happenstance that whatever else I was trying to think about, I was latently preoccupied with the problem of mastery. Shaden Tageldin taught me what I needed to know—the stakes of my own disciplinary training—and created a pedagogical space that made all the difference in the world. My early years in the United States would have been radically diminished without the intelligence, wit, and laughter of the “South Asia Girls”—beloved friends and fellow graduate students among whom I learned and unlearned so much: Aditi Chandra, Emily Rook-Koepsel, and Pritipuspa Mishra. In Canada, I could not have done without the early mentorship of Susie O’Brien and Imre Szeman. Susie introduced me to so many of my abiding intellectual passions, and Imre steered me toward a future in comparative literature I could not have dreamed up for myself.

I am thankful to all my students at Richmond who keep surprising me, especially Phoebe Krumich, who found me early in my teaching career and taught me the intimacies of teaching, and Kerry Boland, who came out of nowhere and stunned me with her magnificent ability to think queerly. For showing me the joys and differences of pedagogy, I am also especially grateful to Joyce Garner (for her endless, bolstering energy), Harleen Bal, Michael Doss, Jo Gehlbach, Mariah Gruner, Diego Leal, Alex Rooke, and Jen Swegan.

The University of Richmond has been a most generous supporter of my work, and I thank the institution for its many research fellowships during the years I was writing this book. In my home department in English, I have been embraced by wonderful friends and colleagues. I am especially beholden to Suzanne Jones and Louis Schwartz, who as department chairs kept me sound, steady, and supported across the years. Emily Tarchokov guided me through the day-to-day work of institutional life and remains an invaluable support. Monika Seibert and Elizabeth Outka read my earliest attempts at articulating mastery and asked me tough foundational questions. Bert Ashe watched with a keen and humorous eye as I paced the halls pre-tenure and offered support of many kinds across the years. Libby Gruner’s generosity and savvy continue to be invaluable to me. I am so grateful for the friendship and collegiality of Laura Browder, Abigail
Cheever, Daryl Dance, Joe Essid, Terryl Givens, Brian Henry, Ray Hilliard, Peter Lurie, Joyce MacAllister, Reingard Nethersole, Kevin Pelletier, Anthony Russell, and David Stevens.

I have found a great deal of inspiration in the Women, Gender, and Sexuality Studies Program at Richmond. Deepest thanks to my friends Holly Blake, Crystal Hoyt, Erika Zimmermann Damer, Dorothy Holland, Glyn Hughes, Lázaro Lima, Lucretia McCulley, Ladelle McWhorter, Mariela Méndez, MariLee Mifsud, Melissa Ooten, Nancy Propst, Andrea Simpson, Kathleen Skerrett, and Sydney Watts.

For keeping me intact, I am immeasurably indebted to Allyson Rainer, for spectacular grace and wisdom across crucial years of recovering, writing, and waiting; Art Bryant, for orchestrating the future; Jeremy Arthur Sawyer, for years of unrelenting patience so long ago; Susan Wolver, for recognizing the sound of pain and responding by moving mountains; and John Reavey-Cantwell, for the steadiest hands under pressure.

In the world at large, my sincere thanks to Nadim Asrar, Lisa Balabuk Myrl Beam, Cara Benedetto, Neil Besner, Barbara Browning, Thomas Cannavino, Aaron Carico, Cesare Casarino, Sonja Common, Sarah Dadush, Sneha Desai, Sapantha Doshi, Kate Eubank, Molly Fair, Arran Gaunt, Jesse Goldstein, Macarena Gómez-Barris, Christian Haines, Alistar Harris, Silas Howard, Catherine Hunter, Dave Johnson, Keir Johnson, Mina Karavanta, Andrew Knighton, Derek Kornelsen, Rob Krause, Laurie Kyle, Cecily Marcus, Susan McHugh, Fleur McLaughlan, Rick Monture, Carla Mundwiler, Leslie Orlikow, Tracey Osborne, Lucas Penner, Aly Pennucci, Thomas Pepper, Rebecca Ponder, Ricardo Rebolloso, Frank Achim Schmidt, Barbara Schott, Karen Shimakawa, Matt Stoddard, Ben Stork, and John Erik Troyer (from the department). Clare van Loenen and Peter, Marcie, and Juno Taffs have been hilarious and exceptionally generous friends. Among other things, I thank them for offering me crucial hours of quiet writing time at critical moments.

Very special thanks to Sarah Anne Johnson for her extraordinary generosity now and way back when, for her stunning art, and for her permission to reproduce it in this book. And to Lorne Roberts, who invited me into the Canadian clear-cut long ago, and who more recently returned me to the political stakes of that way of life. I thank him for this past and for how it keeps feeling its way into the future.

The enduring love and friendship of my dearest friend, Julie Penner, has
been so inexpressibly vital to me. It is with her I keep learning—even from afar—that being sensitive is a style of living in the world to be embraced rather than eschewed. Lisa Smirl, my beautiful friend and colleague who did not live to see this book come to life, is nevertheless loved and remembered in its pages.

For sharing with me the intimacies of history, I thank my siblings: Renate Singh, Robert Singh, and Meera Singh. David Common—for whom the filial term “cousin” will never suffice—has been a lifelong supporter and beloved friend. I thank him for his unwavering commitment to me across the most blissful and the most bewildering times, and for endless piggyback rides.

The profound kindness and care of my stepparents has meant the world to me: Giovanni Geremia has shown me a style of calm being that I adore and has provided me with the biggest and best hugs of my life. Renate Singh has been a loving support, and I am grateful for the memories she holds and keeps sharing with me.

Unthinking Mastery is a love letter to my parents, whose embodiments of history and unconventional forms of mentorship have given rise to the unanswerable questions that continue to drive my thought: in loving memory of my father, Jagat Narain Singh, whose pride in his wayward youngest daughter is still and always felt, and whose transformations across the years have been profoundly pedagogical for me; and for my stunning mother, Christine Common, a woman for whom trees, old buildings, creatures, and offspring all begin to blur, and in so doing suture the maternal to the ethical. This book is yours.

At last, for queer cohabitation and its utopian horizons: to Cassie, who remained willfully entangled with me for so long, and who taught me how to become communal; to the unflappable Nathan, for always dreaming up the world with me; and to the magical Isadora, who angles us all toward enchantment.
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